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Malaysian Pressure Forces The MH17 Investigation
to UN Adjudication

By Eric Zuesse
Global Research, June 27, 2015

Region: Asia, Russia and FSU
Theme: United Nations

Malaysia, frustrated by the refusal of the official international investigation-team to produce
any clear evidence yet of whom to blame for the downing of the MH17 Malaysian airliner
over the Ukrainian civil-war zone on 17 July 2014, has finally forced the team to request the
UN to investigate.  They’ve forced the original  four  nations on the team to accept  UN
adjudication of any final report.

This will enable a court-proceeding to make the ultimate determination of guilt (upon which
judgment penalties and compensation will be assessed), and this court-determination would
inevitably  allow  whatever  party  is  being  blamed  by  the  five-member  official  investigating
team, to present its own evidence in the case, so that the court will make the ultimate
determination  —  the  official  investigating  team  will  not  be  performing  that  crucial
judgmental  function.

Malaysia  was  long  prohibited  from  even
participating  in  this  investigational  team,  but  on  5  November  2014,  a  deal  was  finally
reached with the four nations that did comprise the team — four U.S. allies: Netherlands,
Australia,  Belgium, and (a suspect in possibly having downed the MH17) Ukraine itself
(though it had lost none of its citizens in the disaster) — so, the next day, Malaysia’s New
Straits Times  headlined “Malaysia to join MH17 criminal probe team,” and reported that,
“The prime minister said the country had been invited to play a bigger role in the recovery
and investigation of the ill-fated aircraft, believed to have been downed by a missile over
eastern Ukraine on July 17.”

The Malaysian report went on then, pointedly, to note: “In July, the Dutch and Ukrainian
authorities agreed that the bulk of the operations would be carried out by the Netherlands,
with  assistance  from  countries  whose  citizens  were  on  board  the  flight.  Malaysia  had
repeatedly  asked  to  be  part  of  the  joint  investigation  team,  currently  comprising
investigators from the Netherlands, Belgium, Australia and Ukraine.” Implicitly, that phrase
“Malaysia had repeatedly asked to be part of the investigating team” said that Malaysia had
consistently  been  refused  membership  until  5  November  2014.  In  fact,  even  by  late
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November  of  2014,  Malaysia  continued  to  be  refused  membership,  and  I  headlined
on November 30th, “Malaysia Becomes Angry About Exclusion from MH17 Investigation.”

That refusal was especially outrageous because, like three of the four nations that already
were on the team,  Malaysia  had lost  (44)  citizens from the downing.  But  in  addition,
Malaysia had lost the plane, from it. There was no excuse for the four pro-Western nations
to exclude Malaysia, and for their limiting the investigating-team to only Ukraine (a key
suspect in the downing) and three of its allies. And, between November and now, Malaysia
has finally become so fed-up with the team’s continuing refusal  to act,  and to declare the
culprit, so that the rest of the team finally consented to Malaysia’s demand to transfer the
investigation over to the UN.

On 24 June 2015,  Agence France Press,  a mouthpiece for  yet  another Western nation
(France), bannered, “Netherlands, Malaysia push for UN tribunal for MH17 culprits,” and
Thailand’s Bangkok Post headlined this same story more honestly and directly, as “Malaysia
demands UN court for MH17 shootdown,” but carried unchanged the anti-Russian-slanted
AFP text. The anti-Russian-slanted AFP ‘news’ report said “It remains unclear, however,
whether Russia would back the creation of the special tribunal” (something which they could
also have said of the U.S., for example) and included a sub-head: “- Getting Russia on board
-,” which section had only this brief and anonymously sourced reference to Russia: “The
diplomat [unidentified] said the countries were mindful of the need to ‘avoid a Russian veto’
[as  if  a  Russian  veto  would  have  been  likelier  than  an  American  one,  etc.].”  That’s
propaganda for a regime, not news-reporting for a democracy — it delivers the bias (to whip
up support for war), along with its sugar-coated pro-regime facts.

The present writer has already set forth the conclusive evidence that Ukraine downed this
airliner, and that the reason Ukraine did it — intentionally, not at all by mistake — was in
order to enable the U.S. to blame Russia for it  and thus get the EU to hike economic
sanctions against Russia. Adolf Hitler’s Nazi Germany isn’t the only nation in history that has
used what the intelligence trade calls “false-flag attacks” in order to blame the nations that
it itself aims to attack. The U.S. has perfected that technique.

Russia was framed for the downing of MH17, which was a U.S. job carried out by the
Ukrainian Air Force. (The EU knows that the U.S. has a mega-criminal government, but they
go along with it, thinking that their aristocrats will get some of the loot that’s being yanked
off by America’s aristocrats. They do this though 206 of the murdered passengers were EU
citizens.  And  Netherlands,which  provided  the  U.S.  key  assistance  in  the  buildup  to
overthrowing Ukraine’s democracy, lost the most people in it, which just goes to show on
which side Dutch aristocrats stand — it’s not the Dutch public’s side.)

Finally, Malaysia is having some success in pulling this criminal investigation away from the
clearly proven criminal (Ukraine — which now is itself a U.S. client-state) and its friends.

Anyone who believes Western ‘news’  media about international  affairs  is  simply laying his
mind out to be raped by agents of the local nation’s aristocracy. Almost everything has
become propaganda now. Honest journalism is squelched, if not strangled.

That’s why, if you’ll google the headline of this news-report, none of the major mainstream
and ‘alternative’ ‘news’ sites will likely come up — though it has been sent to all of them.

Investigative historian Eric Zuesse is the author, most recently, of  They’re Not Even Close:
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